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Men-Only Yoga
Exclusionary and elitist, or a space for self-discovery and better health?
Senior AYL writer, Peggy Hailstone, investigates men-only yoga.
“You should do everything once …
except folk dancing,” says 43-yearold Dean Newman. It was this
flexible attitude that saw him join
Tim Oddie’s (Iyengar Geelong City
Yoga Studio) men-only class in
early 2013.
While the concept was new
for Newman, the practice and
philosophy of yoga weren‘t. Prior
to the birth of his first child in 2008
he had practiced yoga for three
years. Coming from a unisex yoga
environment he’d seen first-hand
that women were inherently more
flexible. This, along with Oddie’s
idea that men have specific flexibility
concerns, swayed him to try the
male-centric class.
So what happens in a men-only class
once the studio door closes? Well,
according to Newman, nothing
a whole lot different. “Poses and
exercises tend to be done within
ourselves and our limits … we share
a joke or two … and I don’t even
know most of the guys' names.”
The result, however, has been a far
more positive yoga experience. It
has provided Newman with a way of
personalising his requirements, and
enabled him to relax more around
blokes with similar issues. He‘s
noticed too that he’s less introverted
in raising a concern about a
particular pose. And in contrast to
what many might suppose, there is

no sense of competition. “There is
actually a greater acceptance of who
we are as men,” Newman explains.
Newman doesn’t believe men-only
yoga is exclusionary. Rather, he
sees it as a neat juxtapostion in the
women-centric world of yoga. Or
to tip the concept on its head, as
yoga teaches us, the experience of
being part of a marginalised group
has been quite an eye opener.
There’s no doubt that yoga in the
West is women-centric. We’ve
embraced it as participants, teachers,
retreat leaders, spokespersons, and
business owners. In 2006 the Yoga
in Australia national survey found
the typical yoga practitioner to be
a "41 year old, tertiary educated,
employed, health-conscious woman"
(Penman 2008). The same survey
found Australian participation rates
were 84.7% women and 15.3%
men – no surprise if you’ve ever
glanced around the studio, gym,
or community centre. American
participation rates while similar are
a tad more positive with men making
up 22.9% of participants.
The inequity isn’t just evident in
class participation rates with Yoga
Australia (YA) reporting that 83%
of their 2,300 registered teachers
are female. Similarly, some 78% of
Teacher Training courses registered
with YA are facilitated by women.
The International Yoga Teachers

Association Australia (IYTA) says
that in the past three years the gender
breakdown for both their initial
teacher training and postgraduate
courses has been around
95% female.
They’re startling figures for a
discipline which started out as
accessible only to men. As Newman
says, “men are the minority as
students of yoga, so they should
be given special avenues to
participate and have their specific
needs addressed”.
There’s also no doubt that men’s
health is an issue in Australia. In
comparison to women, Aussie blokes
die five years younger, they’re twice
as likely to be overweight or obese,
four times more likely to take their
own life, and more likely to smoke,
contract cancer, or suffer diabetes.
The biggest killer is still coronary
heart disease, which is often lifestyle
and diet/exercise related.
The Australian Government’s
National Male Health policy
(2008) recognises these inequities.
The four-year investment of $16.7
million makes it clear that men’s
health is important. The policy
also categorically states that men’s
health needs to be holistic, and that
prevention is key. The first ever
national longitudinal study on male
health is being undertaken with
part of this federal funding. The
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outcomes will be interesting to read
generally, and thought-provoking for
yoga teachers and studio owners.
Oddie – a Certified Iyengar teacher
of 15 years – sees yoga as a powerful
mechanism for investigating men’s
health and identity. And he’s in a
position to preach: for over 20 years
he has commonly been the only male
student in class; he has taught many
men one-on-one; has instructed large
private groups of men (including
the Geelong AFL team for the past
eight years); and he has consulted
and encouraged yoga teachers and
yoga studios on men-only yoga. As
is often the way, what started out as
an exercise in commercial viability
(i.e. how to get the other 50% of
the population on a yoga mat) has
moved to heart level and he cares
deeply and passionately about fully
and personally meeting the needs of
his men.
And what of the men in Oddie’s class?
Well, most are middle-aged, hailing
from a variety of professions. There’s
an IT guru, a medico, a retired muso,
a physio, a plant machinery operator,
and a disability pensioner. How does
he teach this mix? “My role is about
encouraging restraint, and intelligent
actions and sensitivity, rather than
ever greater physical exertion”, he
explains. He confesses there is a
temptation with a men-only class to
teach competitiveness, to continually
up the physical anti. His modus
operandi, however, is effortless
effort. Here he reminds of the twin
pillars of yogic philosophy: Abhaysa
(action) and Vairagya (release or
renunciation). The masculine energy
is almost always predisposed to
action, which means men can easily
get out of balance.
Relaxation and pranayama are
central components of Oddie’s class,
usually taught at session conclusion.
Restorative postures are included,
as are stretches and pranayama that
focus on chest expansion. He aims to
impart ‘deep light breathing’. Stress
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Scott Read

induced heart problems are common
for men so it’s about getting them to
be open and easeful across the chest.
Oddie says a good place to start
with men-only yoga is with stretches
familiar from previous or current
sporting activities. Step-by-step
he then evolves yoga practice and
understanding until the men are
engaged with asana. “Physically men
have a lot of old sports injuries and
often present as physically tight as
a result of intense forms of exercise
such as running, cycling, physically
demanding work environments –
or inactivity”. Notwithstanding the
physical issues, Oddie’s experience
is that stress is the ultimate driver in
getting men to attend class. “They
feel that going to the gym is not
the solution, or they have been
going and have aggravated injuries,”
he says.
Feedback on men-only yoga has
been very positive, and highly
rewarding for Oddie. Reports
include enhanced performance
in other physical activities, lasting
relief from longstanding complaints,
and simply feeling better (the
importance of which should not be
underestimated). “Often men report
that their yoga night is the best night’s
sleep they have all week,” Oddie
reveals. He believes the lasting relief
is what keeps men coming back,

Ross

empowering them where frustration
and fear were setting in.
While
manifestations
or
visualisations of streaming light don’t
feature in Oddie’s class, neither is the
focus purely physical. As an Iyengar
teacher his approach remains firmly
grounded in Patanjali’s Eight Limbs
of Yoga. Bringing quietness to the
mind (Chitta Vrtti Nirodhah) is a
central tenet of his class and work.
He includes teachings from the
Bhagavad Gita, using discussions
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between Krishna and Arjuna to
impart concepts such as attachment,
aversion, suffering, letting-go,
acceptance and connection. Just
as prenatal yoga requires a female
teacher, Oddie strongly believes
men-only yoga should be taught by
a man.
So why don’t more men do yoga?
Steven Hinchliffe of Vinyasa Yoga
(Wollongong) believes a lot of
guys feel intimidated turning up
to their first yoga class to a room
full of women. Enter Broga – yoga
for brothers.
Commenced five months ago,
Hinchliffe’s bi-monthly class has
introduced 55 men to yoga; blokes
who potentially otherwise wouldn’t
have participated. For Hinchliffe,
Broga is partly about equity: “In
Zenergy_YogaAd_2014_AYL.pdf
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general guys make up no more than
about 20% of students in most
classes, yet we’re obviously around
50% of the population.” Like
Oddie, he believes men have specific
health needs. “The physical activities
which men are typically involved
in tend to focus too much on
strengthening large, mostly aesthetic
exterior muscles and ignore the more
important underlying structural
muscles; and flexibility is almost
completely overlooked.” Asana, he
says, is a practical tool for addressing
these issues.
Hinchliffe also incorporates
pranayama, simple meditation, and
relaxation at session completion. He
believes the non-physical elements
of yoga offer an opportunity
for guys to reconnect with their
spirituality in a non-threatening
16/01/14

environment and away from the
dogma of formalised religion. As
for the differences between Broga
and unisex or mainstream yoga,
Hinchliffe slows things down a little,
but simultaneously plays to men’s
strengths so new practitioners aren’t
disheartened. Hinchliffe doesn’t
believe in permanent or ongoing
gender segregation and Broga
participants are quickly assimilated
into a mainstream class.
Osteopath and Sydney yoga
teacher, Scott Read (Yoga Centre
East Redfern), believes yoga has the
potential to ‘scare dudes off’. “The
physical practice soon becomes a
powerful tool for strong and lasting
guidance, and transformative change
against an unfolding understanding
of the self.”
Once yoga is
experienced, men realise it’s not as
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FOUNDATION TRAINING COURSE

YOGA THERAPY FOR KIDS

AT THIS COURSE YOU WILL LEARN:

AT THIS COURSE YOU WILL LEARN:

All the components that make up great
children’s yoga classes: Ages 3-8,9-12, 13-17

An understanding of yoga therapy and how it
works

The skills to be a good, engaging and inspiring
Kids Yoga teacher

The specific corrective exercises for the top 10
issues being faced by children and teens
today: ADD, ASTHMA, DIABETES, COLDS,
CONCENTRATION, STRESS, BACK ISSUES,
DIGESTION, WEIGHT, DEPRESSION

Teaching and designing classes that will leave
each and every child feeling happy, empowered
and believing in themselves
The privilege and opportunity of touching the
lives and making a difference for children

How to deal with each condition on a physical,
mental and emotional level

WHAT SETS ZENERGY KIDS TEACHER TRAINING APART?

Endorsed
by IYTA

The Zenergy Teacher Training Courses were developed with nearly 20 years of experience and
over 10,000 hours of classroom time, teaching 1,000s of children of all ages.
The founder of Zenergy, Loraine Rushton, was instrumental in bringing yoga into the Australian
School System and is the featured teacher in ABC Television’s “Yoga For Children” DVD.
2014 COURSES TAKING PLACE IN:

Foundation / Advanced
Courses Registered with YA
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0411 163 198 www.zenergyyoga.com
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classes in the hope of attracting more
male practitioners. As an osteopath
Read tires of hearing, “I can’t do
yoga, I’m not flexible enough.” He
is keen to impart to men that yoga
is about much more than simple
flexibility, and eager to change the
[incorrect] cultural read of yoga as a
‘soft option’. “Yoga builds strength,”
he says, “… it penetrates and
permeates all aspects of our lives.”
Steven Hinchliffe

Dean

airy-fairy or frightening as it might
initially sound.
Read, who is currently doing a major
in Gender Studies at the University
of Sydney, says many of his friends
would baulk at the idea of a menonly class. “Who defines the category
man?” he asks. “Does providing such
a space exclude bodies and genders
that exist outside the narrowly
constructed binaries of gender?”
They are questions worthy of deeper
consideration. Certainly Read’s view
is that men-only yoga is not designed
to be exclusionary. "It's just a space
for opening up areas commonly seen
to be under tension in male bodies".
He believes that everyone can benefit
from a yoga practice, especially given
our contemporary work and lifestyles
which are primarily sedentary.
Like Geelong City Yoga, the Redfern
yoga centre commenced men-only
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Ross Knight, the medico in Oddie’s
Geelong class, took up men-only
yoga to get outside his comfort zone.
He’d tried it in Bali some years back
but was disappointed with how much
he’d struggled. Men-only offered a
safe and comfortable environment
in which to participate and work
through some personal challenges.
The driver getting him in the door
was stress: “I have worked ridiculous
hours in a high stress position for
35 years”. He confesses the mindset
he’d settled into was that this was
normal. His body, however, was
saying differently and a past serious
illness, combined with persistent
fatigue and insomnia were signs of
needed change.
Knight has been with the Geelong
‘stiff bastards’ group for three years
and he’s a new man. He has less
back and neck pain, sleeps better,
and his posture has improved. It’s a
remarkable change for a man who
describes himself as ‘built like a
stick insect and having the flexibility
of a steel girder’. Restorative
poses are a favourite and he gets
disappointed when he has to miss
class. While he recognises that
yoga isn’t for everyone, he has
found it a peaceful, pleasurable and
non-aggressive activity.
Many of us who live with or love
a middle-aged man can relate to
Knight’s personal and professional
experience: that men in their 50s
and 60s often ignore the basic
tenets of self-care and rarely
discuss their health or stress levels.
“I am confronted by physical and

psychological illness on a daily
basis,” says Knight. But while he
regularly promotes the benefits of
yoga to many, individuals must make
that difficult step of turning up and
confronting their inhibitions.
Asked about men-only yoga and
elitism, Knight laughs. “There is
nothing elitist about a room full
of middle-aged men doing Down
Dog.” Nor does it seem sexist or
controversial to him that men are
largely useless in looking after, or
discussing, their health needs and life
stresses. In contrast, he believes menonly yoga has offered opportunity
for positive bonding. “Our group
are probably absolutely hopeless
in the technical sense, but yoga has
proven to be a positive and powerful
influence for most of us”.
If the wisdom, wit, and insight of this
awesome group of men is anything to
go by, men-only yoga should become
a permanent fixture in yoga studios
across the nation.
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